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Vacancy summary

Infrastructure Team Lead

GEO1440636

Autonomous Republic Of Adjara >> Batumi

Education : Bachelor, Bachelor of Professional

Experience : 3 years - 5 years

Industry : Computer / Information Technology

Vacancy details

Adding value to life sciences companies by employing top-notch technologies 

MIGx is a specialist in the life science industry, focusing around the EMEA and based Switzerland, Basel. We are

supporting life science customers in de�ning the �t-for-purpose IT transformation roadmaps and running the

transitions these businesses need. 

MIGx is rapidly growing, and now we are looking for a highly motivated and passionate Infrastructure Team Lead to

join our team of professionals in Georgia, Batumi 

Responsibilities 

Lead a team of currently 5 people with di�erent specializations (Service Delivery Managers, System Administrators,

Datacenter Infrastructure Experts) with di�erent projects involved 

Design, Implement, con�gure, support, and maintain Microsoft Solutions and related services 

Identi�es, diagnoses, and resolve problems 
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Be Subject matter Expert in Microsoft technology stack for team members 

Planning the optimization and expansion of the current and future infrastructure solutions 

Requirements and Quali�cations 

2+ years of experience in lead \ senior \ architect positions 

5+ years of experience in delivering solutions based on one of the major Microsoft Infrastructure technologies:  

Azure Cloud \ Microsoft 365  

Modern Workplace  

Enterprise messaging and collaboration  

Windows Server Platform  

A solid track of projects delivered   

Ability to communicate �uently with technical teams, both internal (company) and external (customers)   

Knowledge of the following:   

Cloud: Azure IAAS\PAAS  

Microsoft Stack: Active Directory, Windows Server, Authentication. Experience with any of the Microsoft product

areas is welcome: M365, Modern Workplace, etc.  

Scripting: hands-on experience in any of the scripting techniques: Windows CMD, PowerShell, Bash, Python, Perl, etc.   

Solid experience with Monitoring, Capacity Planning, Backup and Recovery solutions.   

B2 English is a minimum for this role  

Proactivity, problem-solving, and con�ict resolution ability  

We o�er 

Excellent compensation package 

Possibilities of career development and the opportunity to shape the company’s future 



Di�erent training programs to support your personal and professional development 

Work in a fast-growing, international company 

Free English classes 

Friendly atmosphere and supportive management team

Contacts

mobile: (+41) 079 297 07 38


